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Few ☜fat cats☝
Coinciding with the announcement that full year profits
had been almost annihilated at Cray Electronics,
compared to forecasts of over £30m just a few months
ago (see p 11), Chairman Roger Holland volunteered to
take a pay cut from £250,000 to £100,000. This is in stark
contrast to the ☜fat cat" tales of directors in other industries
- notably the privatised utilities.
Our annual analysis of the highest paid in our industry is
an object lesson in restraint. Although the average highest
paid director (HPD) was paid 14.3% more in 1994 than
in 1993, this compares with a 30%+ increase in profits. A
list of the largest % increases in HPD remuneration
matches fairly closely with increases in profits. But, even
more importantly, where profits fell - or losses were
reported - HPD remuneration usually tell too.

The HPD remuneration fell, for example, at:
CentreGold £235,000 -1 6%
Clinical £80,347 -33%
Coda £80,000 -1 3%

DHS £94,000 -90%

MDIS £179,355 -35%

Sherwood £102,000 -28%

all of which have produced pretty depressing results in
the last year.
The average HPD earned a relatively modest £98.5K in
1994. Sedgwlck Noble Lowndes and the Monks
Partnership have both undertaken reviews of director's
pay in other industries. Their analyses show a similar
average of £98K in companies with revenues up to £50m
- which would cover almost all the companies in our
database. This rises to £139K in companies with revenues
between £50m to £300m.
We found only one director earning in excess of £500,000
in 1994. He worked at Hoskyns. This was a bit unfair as
the major part of the payment related to this director☂s

share of a total of £1.5m paid in the year to Hoskyns'
people as part of the "senior employees trust #2☝ setup

when 068 acquired Hoskyns in 1990.

The next best paid directors were at:

ACT £345,000

Kalamazoo £344,077

Computer Associates £340,398

It is interesting to note that all these directors have since

moved on - or out - even though their remuneration was

paid as a result of a year of "record" performance.

W G Smallbone, Chairman at Tangent lntematlonal, was

the single exception to our rule. Smallbone increased his
pay by 145% to £334,435 even though Tangent reported
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in our industry
a 24K loss. it might be excused as Smallbone does own
90% of the equity!
Indeed, being a major shareholder can add considerably
to your take home pay. Brown at CentreGold added
£333K in dividends to his £235K remuneration. Alan

Vickery at JBA added £177K in dividends to his £246K
remuneration and Kevin Lomax at Misys received £174K
dividends on top of his £245K remuneration. Barbour at
Microgen received no remuneration at all - but took £446K
in dividends.
Whatever you may think of such UK remuneration
packages, they pale compared with those paid in the US.
0 B Wang at Computer Associates headed the list with
a massive $6.7m compensation package. Larry Ellison
at Oracle had a compensation package worth $2.4m in
1994. Even his #2, Ray Lane, got $1.2m.
But at some point, annual remuneration also becomes

unimportant. Peter Fligby, who pays himself a ☜modest☝
£215,000 as Chairman and CEO of Specialist Computer
Holdings, also owns almost all the equity. According to
the Sunday Times this stake is now worth around £175m.
Trevor and Helen Burke - founders and owners of
Phonelink - are the richest executive shareholders of any
quoted SCSI stock. On current valuations, they are worth

£38m. If that sounds good, remember that their Phonelink
stake was worth £90m at one point in 1994. Seeing your
personal wealth decline by over£50m in a year must be
quite character building.
A closer look at our wealth list shows other major wealth
declines. Messrs. Gilmore and Poole at Proteus have
also seen £20m+ declines in their fortunes in the last year

- and might see it fall further if some current pessimistic
forecasts come true. G Brown at CentreGold has Seen
the value of his shareholding dive from 俉22m to under
27m in the last year. Graham Pouiter at On-Demand
Information has also seen the value of his shares in the
company fall from £22m to £16m.
On the other hand, Wylie and Goldman have seenthe

value of their shares in Sage soar from £15m and £12m
to £28m and £21 m respectively in the last year. Finding a
more justly deserved subject for such a reward would be
difficult.
Although our lists show at least 100 SCSI millionaires -
twice that a year ago - that is traction of the wealth
generated by entrepreneurs in our industry.
Perhaps, for once, we should congratulate ourselves for

our fairness and restraint. On the other hand we could
lament the fact that our industry has not created more
wealth. But there is always tomorrow!
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The ☜Capitalising R&D" debate
We have had more correspondence over ourcontinued
campaign on the lack of a standard for capitalising R&D

than on any other subject. ☁14 really excellent article, it

should cause a few companies to worry and even a few

analysts to rewrite their reviews☝ wrote one reader

concerning our front page article last month.

Another, Paul Heaven - MD at Kalamazoo, wrote to bring

our attention to an even more worrying threat. Currently

there is no consistent standard for the treatment of

goodwill. Basically if you acquire a company you caneither

write off the difference between the price paid and net

assets (i.e. goodwill) to reserves or capitalise it and write
it off over an agreed period.
TheAccounting Standards Board (A38) is now suggesting
that if the goodwill of an acquired company is associated
with an asset (i.e. an in-house developed software
product) it must be capitalised and written off over a period

of time.
Heaven was so concerned that he tackled theASB. They
seemed to infer that the problem could be overcome if all

companies capitalised H&D in the first place!
Kalamazoo - an acquisitive company which has always
expensed R&D (as all good companies do) - is a little
concerned at this new move. "At best this would render
the balance sheet meaningless with bought out software
products shown as assets but in-house developed
products missing. At worst, the profit and loss account
could be distorted when, say, a competitor☂s product

launch forces a rethink of the estimated life ofa product.
Furthermore I fear that the concept of consistency would
be used by many companies to jump on the capitalising
internal Fi&D bandwagon, rendering yet more 808/
company accounts impossible to interpret".
Accounting standards are meant to help "ordinary" people
assess the health of companies. Currently. theASB seems
to be hell bent on introducing further confusion and fudge.
Although readers have asked us to ☜use your not
inconsiderable influence", each of you paytens of
thousands of pounds to your auditors each year. If you
also feel strongly, you ought to be able to apply far more
pressure than us.

{ Phoenix contlnues rise. , 3, -.
Readers might remember'that We have tea V red
(which trades as Travallog Systems)_iri,ea'Chot the
three years. in our first article in 1992' we suggested that
a write up in System House for an independent
was usually followed by a takeover bid; ' v. z
Chairman David Stern has now sent usthe latest rest) '
tor the year to 28th Feb. 95. These showre'venue☁shp☝
'1 5% at £2.55rn and PBTup 22% at £247K. That☂s a very 1
respectable 10%rnargin. Travellog are "market leaders,
in theprovision ofon-line reservations systems to V
holiday, ferryand cross channel operators☂i . . I v .
sum is clearly upset that the System House nag , has
not worked in his case ☜We are still independent catch
you mustqwa me at least three drinks by y. I '
non/C V _ . , v " - ☁

. .Beingdeprived pfsozmany free lunches
this month (see p4) is bad enough, \

but having to buy our readers drinks ☂
.

f☝

  

  

  

is too much. '
Please will someone contact Stern on

L0181 905 1636.

   

1☜,  

  

  

☂TeI-Me about Phone♥Iier
Phonelink was launched in June 93A
at 155p and rocketed to a high I

of 440p. They have since ,-

fallen back to 187p. But that's \ ☂

at least still a 21% premium
on the launch price.
It is interesting to note that

Phonelink☁s current £66m capitalisation is about the same

as Microgen. Microgen made PBT of £6.2m on revenues

of £59m.....Phonelink has this month reported revenues

of £2.1m and a more than doubled loss of £3.7m.
But we must beconsistent. The reason why bright young
UK-owned companies either get acquired by US

companies or decide on a NASDAQ float is that the UK

market does not value high flying IT companies. We should
therefore be celebrating the fact that Phonelink:
- has a state-of-the-art product - Tel-Me - which enables

PC users to access a wide range of database services.
- has signed a £2.25m contract with BT, an agreement

with Cellnet, new deals with WH Smiths (on line ordering
for office supplies) and Worldspan (airline bookings)
- is on the brink of offering its services in the USA, Australia

and elsewhere.
0 and Is British
But there is still a long way to go. Tel-Me still only has 86
corporate users and 1,350 individual users. 80 Phonelink
is all about the future. That☁s the scenario which UK
investors usually reject and US investors go bananas over.
To test UK investor confidence, Phonelink has announced

a 1-for-8 rights issue at 170p to raise £7m to coincide
with their move fromthe USM to the full market. The rights
are fully underwritten by Allied Provincial and SEC

Warburg.
Trevor and Helen Burke - founders and owners of

Phonelink - are the richest executive shareholders of any
quoted SCSI stock. On current valuations, they are worth
£38m. (See page 1) However, even the Burke's have
baulked at further investment in Phonelink and have
signed up for just 100K out of the 2.3m shares they could
have acquired in the rights issue. But that is at least more
than the other directors - all of whom have declined further
kinvestment.

☜The Lighthouse is shining"
Interestingly both Rolfe 8: Nolan and several other readers
contacted us immediately they read our review of R&N
last month. It appears that their results press release had

been a bit cautious. We understand that their all important
Lighthouse system has been live at Credit Suisse in New
York for three months and is now live in Zurich.
The future at R&N is very much tied to the success of
Lighthouse. Clearly the news that the Lighthouse is now
shining buoyed the market. R&N shares were up 15% at
190p this month.
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Total despair
Total Systems provides products and services to the financial services sector; in particular insurance. It is difficult
now for us to choose new words to describe their performance. Every year since we launched System House in 1989,
we have despaired; not only at Total☂s abysmal results but at the sheer arrogance of Chairman Terry Bourne☂s
statements. The gist each year is that Total☁s customers are to blame for its poor performance, by not recognising the
benefits of its products, and that investors are short sighted.
Latest results for the year to 31 st Mar.
95 show PBT down 62% at £54K, EPS

down 64% and revenues up 9% at
£2.3m. If it wasn☂t for the £61 K interest
received on their £966K cash, Total

would have reported a £6.6K operating
loss. ☜A reluctance to introduce the level
of change required" amongst potential
clients is now blamed. Apparently
introducing Total's Ultima and Optima
could result in 90% job savings. ☜Total
will just have to wait until new boards
are in place thatare willing to make such
bold moves". Source -Corrvulergram 4th Juty 95.

So now you know...it's all the customer☂s
fault and has absolutely nothing to do
with Total. Getting rid of the managers
at these customers is going to take some
time, so don't expect any improvement

☁II 'II

Total Systems
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in the short term. But (reassuringly?) Boume says that Total does have "a very long term strategic VIEM
We have said repeatedly that Total sh0uld not be a publicly quoted company. They even reject the Cadbury Committee's
recommendations because of ☜the cost burden on small companies"and therefore have no non-executive directors
and Boume is both the chairman and CEO. He'll probably reject Greenbury too.
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ye'a'rs'fiihasta
'It the "are quitejtherey V.Butth Vesults.» .

' 19d monst tethe re ads ☂_1

 

☂n w s arting,

' . .ioisrsi May V V . ,.
' H V ,.:PBT..iujp 129%31' £6,2m
Itho 9h 9&9 hares are already up

' nt broker's forecast'ot PBT.
_ _ ers a prospective PIE of'a}

ilflooksf as though tra ing -' via the purchase of QA☁
', Training. (initial £15m .4
pro ts, grew ☂
SSOIM☁PHWS co . ., ..
{the further£3m'protit relatedpayment was triggered. To'
1 consolidate this success 9&8 bought The Technology
jiTrai ' ' [f ' last month. Their other major
'- purcha 1 Computers for Business (Scotlandymax☁;

.ESISm M y_94)3-"alsoa performed'weil. We Were a bit
☜concerned at he'tim☁ that they would just perpetuate
ch'e lendotsPQdeale business from which We thought.

  

   
      

 

- m: wishedto, - v
☜Mitch P&P's margins are much improved, they are
still atov'vly 3.6%, That☁s about half the'SCSl average
and both the potential and challenge which still

\Iies aheadtor P&P. _ '
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Perhaps if they had adopted some of the recommendations Total would not still be such a ☜small company'.,
☜Confident☝ Microgen
We have had a jolly good ride for years on the back of
our little "confidence" jibe. Douglas Lee, Chairman at
Microgen, has done as much as anyone to devalue the
☜confidence☝ word. But he has now proved that, on the
basis that if you use it in every Chairman☂s statement, it
just must come true one day. After several years of
confidentstatements followed by profits declines, a year
ago he had "good grounds for being confident☝. He
accompanied the inevitable 8% reduction in profits in Jan.
95 with the much over-used phrase "views the future with
confidence☝. Just like predictions of you winning the
lottery, it now seems to have come true. Revenues in the
six months to 30th Apr. 95 increased by 20% to £35m,
PET was up 30% at £4.5m and EPS advanced by 33%.
And ☜eat your heart out all you people who equate
services with low margins☝that☁s a 13% profit margin.
Microgen is predominately a COM bureau which has had
to "embrace newer technologies". ☜Electronic printing is
showing very good growth in a growing market☝. Their
archiving services in their "Memory" division have
☜improved following the completion of the rationalisation
programme☝. CD-ROM and on-line data access services
are likely to replace COM.
Finally, we cannot end this report by not quoting that Lee
is ☜confident of a good result for the year as a whole".

KLet☂s hope it continues to be correct.
Computer People buys Cathy Tracey
Computer People (please call us Delphi from now on)
has acquired Cathy Tracey & Associates for a total
consideration of up to 22m - £1.6m in cash, £200K in
shares and a further £200K profit related. CTA had
revenues of £1.9m in 1994. Ms. Tracey was the sole
shareholder and will join the Delphi UK board.   
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The importance ofAIM

We believe the success of theAlM market is crucial to the

success ofthe UK-owned SCSI sector. US chompanies

seem to find it much easier to raise funds. There are quite

a few US VCs which specialise in investing in a large

number of IT stocks on the basis that some will be

successful and they could realise their gain on a NASDAQ

IPO. The UK has had no such effective ☜junior☝ market.

Entry to the main market has been expensive and

impossible if you do not have a trading record. So up and

coming UK-owned SCSI companies, like Parallax and

NextBase have fallen to US predators or. like Firefox, have

even decided on US floats.

The AIM market replaces the 4.2 market (which ceases

on the 29th Sept.) and the USM, which comes to an end

next year. But the launch of AIM in the last month was far

from auspicious for SCSI stocks. Erros. the only software

products company in the list of 10 AIM floats, had to pull

its float at the last minute due to "lack of institutional

support☝.

We would have liked to have included the Multimedia

Corp. as a SCSI company. but as a BBC spin-off, it is a

CD-ROM education and entertainment provider with little

software input. So the only SCSI stock on AIM is Lorien.

Lorien - first SCSI AIM issue
Lorien was placed at 100p valuing the group at £5.5m.

Lorien provides IT contract staff and recruitment. In other

words it☂s a mini Parity/Computer People etc.

Lorien had revenues of £17.9m, ☜gross profit" of £2.2m

but PBT of just £170K in the year to 27th Nov. 94. Interim
results for the six months to 28th May 95 showed revenues
up nearly 50% at £11.5m, PBT nearly tripled at £414K
and EPS up 158%. This was considerably in excess of
the £350K forecast made in the AIM placing document.
Showing due deference to the acquisitive policies of these
competitors, Lorien announced the purchase of Telfast, Lates☁ quarterly SUWBY from the Mana9°m°m
also an IT contract staff agency, for an initial £1 .5m plus Consmtan☁ es AS$°Cia °n (MCA) Shows a dec'ine in
a further £600K deferred, Tenast had reVenues of 25m. UK fee income and confidence in the future at its lowest

gross profit of £1.4m but PBT of just £112K in the year to level fortwo years. 41 % of members were operating below
30th Sept. 94. full capacity. A separate survey shows that average fee

So another £30m revenue IT staff group is created, "ties were £750 Pe☂day ☁ the same as two Years at9°-
illustrating yet again the current consolidation inthe sector. We suspect that the switch to the use of ☜contract☝ lT staff
Note: Lorien has been added to our results service and ' Imm☁he likes °l Pam)! and Lorien (above) ' is one omte
cs: Index this month. It has also been about the best reams behindthe poorshowingihe MCA. showing its .
☜new issue☝ performer of all time - rising from its issue usual 900d gracev adViseS☁ha☁nbOdYShoPping cannon";

regarded as best practice☝.

    
Price of 100p to 145p this month.

Eidos shares suspended ☁ _ . . . . . .
Eidos annOunced on 14th July that they were considering acqurrlng m
Simls and The Big Red Software Company. Domark is just about☁to [a
game on the Internet which will cost punters $2 an hour to play. Because '
were suspended atv400p until mid August. I g I I '2 '1 .V I
Eidos was a new USM issue back in Dec. 90 ♥ a year when} the company mad , ' V _
Since then their performance has been quite remarkable. After ve long yeais,'Eidos s stllirapontng ..
on revenues of just £254K in the year to 315! Dec. 94. Yournay'the'refore Understand. Why wehevenev
bothered to feature them before! I '1 v ' ' ' z '
But shareholders have valued the company highly. Launched at - VOOp', they re ed 8. furl or £5
Since then the share price has risen to a high of 420p and a market value of nearly £11m.
Eidos specialises in video compression software to enable-,- for example; games publishers likepoma
high quality video on CDvROMs or better video conferencing and the distribution ot☂Videobn the☁ net
Eidos said they ☜fully expect to be completeljr'inundated☝ with ordersfor their (Video compression)
difficult therefore to understand the effect thiskind of hype can have on the'share price. ~ '
BUT, as we have said above. theUK needs a stock market willing and able toback such☁ innovative

kdoesn't. the US and others will. Note: Eidos has been added to our results service and CSI Index th'☝ . .
4
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Admiral continues to prosper
Results from Admiral for the six months to 30th June 95 justly support the 13% rise in their share price so far this
year. Revenues were up 23% at £30.2m, PET was up 75% at £5.6m and EPS increased by 72%. But £2.23m of the
profit resulted from the exceptional gain on the disposal of their remaining 49% stake in the joint venture with Powersol☁t.
But even if you strip our all the Powersoft related activities, revenues grew by 36% and operating profits by 34%.
We had at one time been concerned that the exceptional profit from the Powersoft deal in 1994 might result in the first
ever reduction in EPS tor Admiral in 1995.
The high/ightof the last 6 months was the acquisition of Delphy consultants in Belgium for £5.4m - about the biggest
Admiral acquisition on record. But the previously announced French purchase has not been consummated "as the
company has accepted a signi cantly higher offer from another organisation☝. We always admire people with the
courage to walk away from a deal. -☂ ☁ ' ☜ . " ☁ ☁ ☁ -

Elay Brenldifh nevrer 'ustews the yeast/dent word. Instead on 9☝, was; day} ☜PM ☜mum
e says I Is ce aIn ere WI e c allenges ahead. for me ix. monthg☁to 30", June 95 93

However, lam equally certain that we have the capability (0 24m on-revenués42% at £43 .4
and resolve to meet whatever comes our way". Mae he)☜ nth☝, ' s : ☂ .1
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US third party software reseller Catallnk has bought UK
Lantec just two months after Lantec bought Rapid Recall
from Metrologie. Mail order company Highland
Technologies has appointed the receivers. Pegasus has
sold its minority holding in Access Publishing back to
the company for £85K.
CRT has acquired IT contract staff agency, Caledonian
Systems Resourcing, for£70K cash. CSR has revenues
of £311K. TPM ND ServiceTeam (which reported profits
of £400K on revenues of £16.4m in the year to 31 st Dec.
94) has acquired the maintenance activities of Videcom,
which recently reported a loss of £34K on revenues of
£45m in 1994. CSK Ireland Ltd. (a subsidiary of
Japanese CSK Corp.) has acquired Dublin-based Quay
Financial Software Ltd.

CSC acquires Oxford Consortium
Differentiating an outsourcing deal from an acquisition is
getting increasingly difficult. CSC paid about £70m for
assets as part of the BAe outsourcing deal - which we
excluded from ouracquisition statistics, Then they ☜bought☝
two real Lucas companies as part of their outsourcing deal,

although we suspect not for a particularly high
consideration.
This month CSC has "purchased the Oxford Consortium,

the information services unit of the Anglia and Oxford

Regional HealthAuthority foran undisclosed amount". The
Consortium services 80 hospitals, has 230 employees, a

data centre in Oxford and annual contracted revenues of
around £1 Om.
In a totally unbiased statement, CSC CEO Van B

Honeycutt said "we☁re proud to support the UKgovernment
as it seeks to privatize services like IT that can be run
more efficiently by the private sector".

JBA consummates'firstneréhase: i ☁ .
in first aoqmsition 'ince its float on☁t☁he Stock Exchange
in☁June 94,☂AS[40Q software. solutions provider. JBA ,has
acquired"German ,Ratloplanfor an initialgoMSLQm
(£1.75m) i " ☂ and afurther' element relatedlo profits

ld☁:1$99.u9☂l ☂ I I i = » ~ I
Ra'tiopla'n',☁ whichvernploys 170☁staff. reported sales of
DM31 m (c214m) and profits of DM1 m 'before restructLIring
costs☂C☁ . '
Safetynet provides safety net for PSL
Safetynet is a disaster recovery company specialising in
IBM mid-range systems. In Dec. 93, founderdirectors Paul
Barry-Walsh and Paul Hearson, sold a 20% stake to

Reuters for £5m. Given that Safetynet revenues were
just £9.4m and PET was £1.6m in the year to Mar. 94, a
£25m valuation seemed quite exciting!
This month Safetynet has acquired PSL Ltd., which had
been in financial difficulties for some time. for an
undisclosed amount. PSL was in the same dealing room/
AS/400 disaster recovery activities as Safetynet. PSL was
itself an M30 from the DSL Group as recently as Mar.
95.

Our latest profit margin survey highlighted the high margins
which could be achieved at such disaster recovery
companies. Computer Disaster Recovery (part of
Granada) reported a 33% margin last year and Guardian
achieved a 26% margin in the year before its sale by lCL.
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Revenues surging...

...Profit margins decline
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Impetition from ☜desperate competitors _

    

mpe "at☁etfor'lthat in' the years to come."A theme.
fart) Iar to anyone who'has attended our presentations in

  

ahead 'on its own by forming an alliance with 19 leading
USbanks, The US banks are ☜hedging theirbets☝however
bysigning a sirhilarvdeal with MS's Money. 50m .
Comptite'rgramf 17th:}le 95. As☁re☂aders know. we still suspect
an☁MS/Sage'deal to. achieve the same end. ☂
For What'it's worth. we think that on-line banking will hit
the established banks very hard. Few. it would seem. are

\currently' taking the threat as seriously as they should. J
Services leaders report strong growth
As we reported last month:
- IBM is the world☁s largest supplier of software and
services.

- EDS is #2 and. as they so often point out, the #1

☜hardware independent" supplier.
it is therefore of more than passing interest that both
organisations have this month reported very strong SCSI
growth in 02.
- IBM's Services revenues grew by 32.6% to $3b; now
catching up with Software, which had a lower 12.7%
growth to $3.1 b. Maintenance revenues grew again - but
by just 4.5%.

- EDS also recorded a 27% increase in 02 revenues to
almost $3b. Profits grew by a rather lower 1 5% to $227m.
Most of the growth is from ☜non-GM" accounts which now
account for over two thirds of revenues. The UK is one of
EDS☁ star operations with major outsourcing deals at DSS
and their first entry into the local government arena with
the "record breaking" 8-year deal at Brent Council.
Whoever's forecast you take, these results show growth
of at least twice the industry average. In other words, the
already big are increasing their dominance of the sector.

System House _     
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r'PB'T" reduced from 6 '
  

,. .. nd'EPS'dQ Kitty 72%: .
{Profits from'DlDerations'were abwprm £11, .
wanna, incre 'vestmenti 1' g V
development co ' thesetting up of their
agency business in Mar. 95; ☁1 I . i ' 3 ☂
But the: big profits hit related to a "'on
payment to the Inland Revenue] 1 _ I
PAYE andMD on roundsum ☁allo☂wances'i
liability was noted in the placingdocument b 1
time ☜the directdrs were of the opinion that the
reasonable grounds to refute the clai d" ' .
has been made", This issue has been, around, e:
industry for some time; As Spargo now admit that had-
applied for dispensation for these round slim new ' '
in 1989 but had ☁been refused", weare surprised
both continued the practice and☁ underestimated
consequences... . . ,' ' v .
There is a rather darkerside to this. Chairman Bob Morton
and MD Tony Spargo are also the majority shareholdetsizv
When they floated they invoked the dubious practice of

  

 

    

  

. reducing their remuneration and adjusting theaccdunts,
back in previous'years as if a lower aniount'ha'd been
taken then too. The adjustment was well worth their 'whilef.☁
Rather than the'ludicrously high PIE of 37 without the
adjustment, they oated on a PIE of 22 (about average at
the time!) and were the only recipients of the £3mraijsed.
Providing for the lnland Revenue claim last-June could
have depressed the valuation quite considerably. Perhaps
because of this, Morton and Spargo have ☜waivedithei☁r
entitlement to the interim dividend amountingto☁i☁l
Trading at the IT staff agency operation'fh'as started
slowly☂and "current trading in consulting is Steady: This?
seems somewhat less positiVe than the views eitpre'sse'd
six months ago. Current estimates are that profitsin the
second half will be less than the same period in☁1994;
making around £900K for the full year. V V 5
Spargo shares fell 13% to 70}: this month; '

DCS starts to motor in France
Not content with the CSI acquisition last month, DCS has

taken a 20% stake in French GBM in a deal worth £750K.
GBM - like DCS - is involved in systems for motor dealers.
DCS has options to increase the stake to 100% at a price

dependent on future profits. GBM had revenues of 28m
and PET of £309K in the year to 31 st Dec. 94.

Angels ☜encouraged☝at Standard Platforms
Standard Platforms was on the point of collapse when a
group of 30 ☜private business angels☝ moved in at 5p per
share in May 94. In Feb. 94, they organised another rescue
- raising £1.5m of new funds at 12p.
Latest results for the six months to Stst Mar. 95 show
revenues down 7% at £699K but losses increased from
£36K to £315K. The future depends on the success of
newly announced Flowfile worktlow product and its
Navigator standard imaging product. Shares closed at 17p
- showing a healthy 240% return for the angels so far. 
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Do they really know what they are doing?

We have tended not to get involved in any political

arguments in System House. but the shambles

consequent on the Greenbury report relating to share

options clearly affects many in the industry. Although we

do not like the ☜one-way" bet attributes of share options -

preferring employee investors to risk losing money as well

as making it (as in the Fl , CMG etc. schemes) - we know

that most in the industry have implemented such schemes

widely over the last 10 years. Almost every recipient we

know of is far from a ☜fat cat☝ and the new tax mles could

have hit them quite severely. We were appalled at the

lack of sensible tax advice given to both Greenbury and

the Chancellor in this matter.

But, in the same week, We had made an appeal to Kenneth
Clarke to tax short term gains severely but allow long term

gains, say over 5 years, to be exempt. In our "evidence"

we quoted the then UK-owned SCSI company whose

largest institutional investor had bought and sold its shares
some 16 times over the previous decade thus contributing

to a "roller coaster☝ share price. This contrasted with the

French SCSI company which acquired them, where their

main institutional investor had held its shares continually
for 15 years.
The UK needs long term investors who would take an

announcement that "we intend to make a majoracquisition

which will depress short term earnings but will have a
major benefit over the longer term☝without the usual knee
jerk reaction of "OK, I'll sell now and rebuy in a year's
time when the share price has fallen".

We were therefore depressed (rather than really surprised)
to receive a letter from Mr. R Evans of the Inland Revenue
Capital and Valuation Division saying that they could not
see how my suggestions ☜would be of benefit". ☜The fact

that an investor sells a share at once, or holds on to it for

twentyyears does not affect the company in any way☝.

With quality advice like that, is it any wonder we get such

poor policy decisions?
FootnoteAssuming the Greenbury recommendations are
adopted, all Stock Exchange listed companies (and all
private companies which aspire so to be) will have to
"publish an annual report detailing each director's pay,
including all its elements (basic pay, bonuses, share option
grants, pension contributions etc.)". We anticipate a whole
new Holway Report analysis in 1996I

 

  

  
 

informattenithts, "r'night☁well entail acquisif as I Source j 1
Theftm☁asz'vthulyisss.☁ ' ' ~ "

SAP soars
German SAP grew its revenues by 67% to DM1.15 billion
and profits were up 80% at DM233m. SAP described
growth this year as ☜tempestuaus☝- the first recorded use
of the word in company results announcements. SAF' now
has a market value of DM20 billion.
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A month of big SCSI Stock Exchange gains, at last!
Standard Pla onns (pB) - down 23%, Phonellnk (pZ) -
down 18% , Total (p3) - down 16%, Spargo (p8) ♥ down
12%, were the only companies to record major declines.

Our CSI Index was up nearly 8% thIs month compared with
a 4.7% gain In the FTSE 100.
Superscape shares soared by 75% as Dutch group
Voladram Investingen took a 5% stake at 251 p per share
raising £655K new funds. Interestingly, Voladram Is an
Investment tund sponsored by Roben Madge of Madge

Networks tame. Oxtord Molecular were up another 53%
on the Glaxo deal announced In June. Lorlen, the rst SCSI

AIM new Issue (see p 4), was up 45%. Shemood contlnued
its rebound - up 26% this month; that☁s a mere 11 9% increase

so lar In 1995! Gray put on 25% Irom Its low. Results (011)
seems to Indicate that the 'worst ls over".
An unprecedented 11 stocks were up>20% and 23 up >10%.
Please remember our ☁1th has never been a better time
to invest In the Industry' message.

      

     

  

   
  

 

    

   

    

   
   

 

     

+4.66%
+68.92%
+46.86°/u
+60.57%

Month (30/6/95 - 28/7/95)
From 15th Apr 59
From 151 Jan 90
From 1st Jan 91
From 151 Jan 92
From 151 Jan 93
From 151 Jan 94
From 151 Jan 95

     

 

  

+68.53%
+83.16%

+138.08°/u
+61.29%

   
   

  

  

        

Share pnce Share price Caplallsmlon capitalisation
Share Price Capltallsation HIstorOc Flatb CSI Index % move 16 move move (Em) move (Em)
20/7/95 (2p) 28☝]95(£m) PIE CapJRev 20/7/95 slnce 30/6/95 In 1995 since 3016/95 In 1995

Adnira] $7.21 $88,701☜ 18.8 1.79 5224.64 6.81% 13.54% £5.70m £16.30m
Alla☜ £2.20 £48.00m 17.6 0.53 956.52 15.18% 64.18% £6.40m £18.70m
Capla 俉2.18 2119.201☜ 22.4 1.62 6531.53 20.83% 32.52% 220.601☜ £29.70m

Cmta 俉1.20 £36.70m 15.2 4.11 1142.86 4.35% 18.81% £1.50m 25.801☜
Centregold £0.52 £22.40m 7.1 0.25 416.00 4.00% -55.17% 20.901☜ -£24.30m
Cllnknl convulan £0.35 £5.83"! 5.7 3.97 290.32 12.50% -45.27% 20.65111 -£5.07m
Coda £1.29 233.8011! 13.4 1.45 548.94 2.38% 57.53% 20.60!☜ £13,501☜
Corrpel £1.28 £19.50m 12.4 0.36 1024.00 12.28% 17.43% 22.101☜ 22.90111

Cowuler People £2.89 £70.80m 35.8 0.72 1189.30 -O.34% 19.42% -£0.20m £11.50!☜

Cowma sed Flnandal £0.76 E3.57m 21.4 1.14 844.44 -2.56% -25.21% -£o.1om -E1.27m
Cray Elgctmnlcs £0.70 £156,001☜ Loss 0.53 409.36 25.00% -56.66% 233.401☜ -£217.40m
CRT 50.89 259.901☜ 21.9 1.27 986.69 -5.32% 12.65% {3.40111 俉6.70m
DCsGyoup 20.77 214.601☜ 21.5 2.29 1283.33 -1.28% 5.48% 27.19171 27.59111
Dtvlslon Group £0.82 £36.00m Loss 6.83 2050.00 10.81% 49.91% 23.501☜ £3.50!☜
DRS Data;Rum £0.26 £9.33m 6.8 1.06 236.36 13.04% -18.75% 21.071☜ {2.07m

Eldos £4.00 £10.80!☜ Less 43.20 4000.00 17.65% 31.15% 21.521☜ £1.98!☜
Eledyoulc Dam Procasslng £1.40 £36.70r☜ 14.5 2.62 4286.59 7.69% -2.10% 俉2.60m £0.80!☜

Gresham Cowman £0.38 £12.40m 20.4 1 .90 408.60 22.58% 2.70% £2.30!☜ £0.30!☜

INSTEM £1.25 £5.62m 7.4 0.33 1250.00 0.81% 46.57% 50.041☜ £1.18!☜

JBA Holdings 81.91 263.401☜ 16.3 0.70 1193.75 23.23% 25.65% 211.901☜ 213.201☜
Kalamoo £1.00 £19.40m 8.5 0.32 2857.14 7.53% -8.26% 21.40111 422.101☜
Kewlll 俉2.80 234.401☜ 10.0 1.02 1105.72 -0.71% 17.15% {0.30111 £5.40m
Leannanrh A Burchett £2.50 £54.00". Loss 2.31 2033.33 41.42% 212.50% -£5.00m £37.40m
Loglca 俉4.23 £252.70m 22.7 1.15 1158.90 12.80% 30.15% £29.80!☜ 251.901☜

Lorlen £1.45 俉8.27m 54.7 1.04 1450.00 45.00% 45.00% 22.971☜ £2.97!☜

Lynx Holding £0.44 £22.2om 10.2 1.03 1100.00 2.33% 630% £0.4Dm 22.40111
M90104 俉4.73 俉102.60m 13.3 4.21 1907.26 6.77% 7.59% £6.50m 27.601☜
MAID £0.83 567.501☜ 72.4 7.59 75455 -2.35% 20.29% -E1.60m 211.401☜

McDonnell IS (MDIS) £0.85 £84.50m 18.5 0.58 325.00 .63% 45.34% ~89.00m -£16.50m
Mlcrn Focus £7.45 2112.501☜ 233 1.25 3599.03 -3.25% -9.15% ~23.80m £5.60m
Mlcrogeu £1.50 263.001☜ 13.7 1.07 683.76 24.03% 56.85% 212.201☜ 222.801☜
Mlciwltec £0.41 俉29.80m 13.5 0.67 987.80 9.46% 10.96% 22.601☜ 26.501☜
Mbys £4.82 £402.50m 13,7 2.52 1199.00 20.80% 17.85% £59.30m 2207.801☜
MMT £1.93 522.201☜ 13.6 2.04 1148.81 2.12% 15.85% £0.80m £0301☜
Mn Dana Managemm £0.67 1:37.40". 3.3 0.92 265.87 290% 49.09% -£1.10m 4:24.00".
On Demand £0.73 £37.20!☜ Lass 2.57 935.90 7.35% 8.95% 22.50111 £3.00m

ox'ofd Molecular 21.19 261.601☜ Loss 22.24 1487.50 52.56% 98.33% 527.701☜ 239.501☜
P8P £1.14 {90.40111 11.5 0.34 511.21 1.33% 54.05% £1.20!☜ 俉32.50!☜
Pauly £1.36 £57.00m 18.9 0.64 7555.53 0.74% 7.94% 俉0.40m £10,801☜

Pegasus £1.09 £11.90m 14.1 2.47 514.99 0.00% 26.00% 20.00:» 22.5101
Persona £2.17 526.301☜ 19.0 0.83 1356.25 8.50% 35.63% 22.101☜ £7.00m

Phonellnk £1.87 俉55.40!☜ Loss 31.77 1206.45 47.62% 42.21% {14.20111 -俉9.20m

Proteus 20.81 225.501☜ Loss n/a 964 .29 17.39% -53.71% 28.90111 {27.90111

Qualhy Sam☜ £5.48 £47.70!☜ 18.8 2.89 1442.11 11.38% 43.08% 24.901☜ 514.401☜

Radlus £0.45 俉12.50!☜ 15.6 0.50 326.09 15.38% 18.42% £1.70m £1.90m

Ra3-1 Tlrno Control £1.80 212.601☜ 9.0 0.94 3573.47 4.10% 5.26% ~20.10m 20.60111

RM £2.39 £40.20!☜ 13.1 0.61 1355.71 11.16% 15.02% 54.001☜ 25.501☜

Home a Nolan 21.90 223.2001 28.3 1.52 2261.90 15.15% 2.70% £3.10m £0.80"!
Saga Group £10.23 $218301☜ 16.9 4.30 7869.23 6.90% 51.78% £14.10!☜ 俉78.00!☜

Sanderson Electronlcs £1.01 £41.40m 13.0 1.22 1719.15 6.32% 27.85% £2.40m £11.00!☜
some Gmup £3.97 8370.001☜ 18.9 0.62 1248.43 3.65% -2.70% £13.00r☜ {8.60m
Sherwood £1.75 £12.40m Less 0.49 1450.33 25.90% 110.75% £2.53m 27.52111
Spam Consumng £0.70 1:0.75m 16.8 1.45 736.84 42.50% 23.00% 921.25". -£2.65m
Standard Pla oms £0.17 £5.32m Loss 4.06 75.55 -22.73% 21.43% {1.57111 £2.80m
Superscapo 83.17 516.801☜ Loss 19.53 1601.01 75.14% 55.39% 87.21111 £6.00m

Total [0.21 £2.10m 21.8 0.92 396.23 46.00% -40.00% -£0.40m -£1.40m

Trace £0.36 £5.04m 16.7 0.27 258.00 2.86% -12.20% 80.141☜ -£D.69m
Unbalm 俉2.94 £60.30m 198.6 3.39 2940.00 24.58% 149.15% £11.90!☜ 235.401☜
Vega Group £2.85 £40.50m 21.1 3.24 2336.07 -1.72% 8.37% {0.40m £3.30m

Vlrtuallty £1.96 £54.30!☜ Loss 5.95 1152.94 -3.45% ☜11.31% {1.90m -E3.50m

Vlstec £0.15 217.901☜ 57.6 0.36 630.43 0.00% 11.54% 20.007☜ £1.90m

Wakebcume 20.39 58.581☜ 6.9 0.24 215.57 -3.70% -50.53% {0.33111 {7.92111         Note: CSI Index 961 at 1000 on 15111 April 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index of 1000 based on the issue price.
The CSI Index is not weighted; a change in the share price of the largest company has the same effect as a similar change torths smallest company.
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☜Confidence"justified at Real Time Control
Real Time Control (FlTC) develops software and systems for retail EPOS applications. The recession hit them badly

in 1993. But two years ago, in the Aug. 93 edition, we wrote a rave review forecasting ☜an end in sight for the dif cult

times a! FiTC".
As all readers know, we are not (indeed must not be) a share tipster. But you could have bought RTC shares upon

reading that article for 75p - now they will cost you 180p or a pretty healthy 140% gain.

Chairman Byron Carrell has
an excellent record of Real Time control mm

realistic/ cautious

statements. Unlike others Revenue and PET Record

mentioned inthis edition. he Relathe t0 1989
only uses the ☜confidence☝
word when he is about to hunt mm

deliver the goods. Six
months ago he was
☜con dent that the full results
will show good progress". It E "mu"-
did, indeed, come to pass. I ,3,
Results for the year to 31 st
Mar. 95 showed revenues up
58% at £13.5m, PBT up 28%

at £1.8m and EPS up 50%.
Interest received increased mumnwm ("m
28% to £308K. 1m 1m
In the year, RTC brought a
new range of Windows-based retail software products to market and installed their systems in a ☜complex large
department store environment for the first time". ' ☁1
The retail market may involve ☜uneven timings of revenues☝ but it also otters l☁Iong term growth prospects☝.
Carrell uses the ☜confidence"word again to describe the current year, so we feel justified in joining with him in ☜looking
forward to reporting further signi cant progress".

( , v . . Unipalm rocket
I Only two☁ of the 21 companies which oated in'lthe'ij _ > H
stars. One of the two is Unipalm, Launched at 100p inMar 94,
Results to 30m Apr. 95 showed revenues up 65% at.£17§8m,P
delighted to see that Unipalm (see July's System House) now stopp
Unipalm☂s two main business are'as☂a're; . ☂ ☂ ' ' '
- TCPIIP networking software business
which increased revenues by 50% to £14m
and doubled PBT to £1.5m. The rst'half,

was ☜somewhatd/☁sappointing☝ but a new
sales director contributed towards a setter,
☁secondhalf. ' I ☁ v.:;:.v
- internet services, where revenues
increased by 263% to £3.8m butlosses ☜due

' to continuing heavy investment in, and'r'apid
growth of. Pipex" increased from £444K to.
£1.8m. '
Although the LAN and WAN networking
activities are clearly performing well in their
own right, it is Pipex which is causing all the
excitement, Pipex customers are growing '
at about 10% per month and now number
654. ("The lack ofan Internet address may;
soon become the commercial equivalent of . > ,-
being'ex-directOry☝). It is therefore an indication'ofthec .
of the☁corporate internet access market in the UK; But Unipalm
in a law years time. Chairman David Tharp said. that Unipal V
smavximise☁ our customer base and hence curvfutiIre pro ts?» ' , I , '
Comment Unipalm is not onlythe first internetaocessproviderto , quoted _ yin/herein thew , _,
and chose the London market. it has achieved the kind of 150+ PIE previouslyreseNedEfor NAS
Unipalm is exactly the kind of company we need. It carries alterch that could lighten the way for many
also high risk and the light could so easily flicker. That could haVe a negative effect far outside the ☁conf

kFor all of our sakes, we wish them well. . " v ☂ . . v
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Unipalm Group plc
Five Year

Revenue and Profit Record
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☜Bahama☝ " ☁ ☁
we reported th

 

        Kalamazoo Computer Group plc
Five Year PBT and EPS Record

r: not

Further investment in motor trade products will ☜hat/earl
impact on the results ☁in the first half☝. Despitethe
☜challenges tabs! ed in the coming year☁._0hairrnan

 
LaeterJHairrjopremains;"con denr ' » »
Computacenter finds "it☂s good to talk☝
We don't usually covar sales contracts, but this month

BT awarded Computacenter a three year contract to

supply desktop computing worth around £60m a year. It
is the largest such contract ever awarded in the UK.

205 was the current BT supplier and must be smarting a
little by losing its largest UK customer. Hoskyns had
decided to pull out of contention as the contract had too
small a services element.
Free software...Just as we predicted, Microsoft haj decided to give the Windows 95 version of Money
rogramme away for free until 31 st Oct.
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Chairman Roger
Holland described
Cray☂s
performance in the

Electronlcs [351 year aswe☝,
disappointing". Given that our reviewjust a year ago ended
with a £33m PBT forecast, but the actual result was just
£835K, you can imagine how inadequate his words seem
to be. What makes it even more difficult to forgive is that
we, like as far as we
can see every other
analyst, had written
eulogies and were
taken totally by
surprise. The
problems were con ned to Cray Communications where,
to put it bluntly, the management control was lamentable.
Now ex♥Cray employees are starting to air their criticisms
openly. We had thought of likening the effect on the
reputations of Holland and Richards with the recent
episode involving Hugh Grant. But we nowsuspect Grant's
reputation may recover rather sooner!
The awful news at Cray Communications hides an
"excellent" performance at Mike Shone's Cray Systems.
Here revenues increased from £58m to £73m (although
some of this was due to the inclusion of parts of P-E) and
profits were up 36% at £6.1m. Indeed, if you addP-E
International (revenues £36.6m, profits £1.8m) Cray☁s
SCSI revenues now amount to £110m. ☜The fastest
growing sector at Cray Systems last year was
FM...recurring revenues from FM contracts and other
services now represent more than 15% of Gray Systems
revenues". P-E International ☜concentrated on improving
profit margins to 5%". Le. £1.8m pro ts on rev. of £36.6m.
On a brighter note, there seems to be widespread relief
that the worst seems to be over and Cray is trading
profitably again. Analyst expect £16m PBT this year.
Cray's share price jumped 25% this month on the results.
But that☂s still a third of the high of over 200p and half the
price the day before the profits warning bombshell in April.
At a prospective PIE of 15, ☜only bid speculation justifies
the 12% premium to the market, for the management still
has a lot to prove". Source - FT 13m July 1995.
Comment This "organ"is really only interested in Cray☂s
SCSI activities. With revenues of £110m, they now start
to rank in the UK and in Europe.
The recovsry plan for Cray Communications in some
respects takes them away from hardware manufacture
(much of this will now be outsourced) and into services -
i.e. installing communications networks. So perhaps our
long held "services, not products, is the place to be☝
message is eventually getting through to the other part of
Cray too.

Gray's shareholders are to be asked to endorse a share
buy back ☜to boost Gray's EPS☝. As readers know, we
have criticised such schemes when announced by the
likes of Macro 4 and ACT. If Cray wants to use its spare
cash to boost EPS it should acquire further SCSI activities.
But - even before the current disasters - Cray seemed to
find the right candidates at the right price difficult to locate.
It is interesting to surmise that ,with a current capitalisation
of £166m, Cray's SCSI activities now probably represent
a majority of their value. The return on past acquisition
investment in this side of the business has been excellent.
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What happened next?

Rather than the £15m expected, Misys made PET of £11.1m
in 1990 and sankto PBT of £5.6m in 1991. Likewisethe share
price plummeted from 450p+ to a low oi 68p at the end of
1990. For a while Misys was forced to give up its acquisition
ambitions and concentrated on organic growth. Since 1989,

Misys PBT has grown from £5.8m to £26.3m - an impressive
23.7% CAGR. EPS has, however, grown from 223;) to 35.1p

- a rather unimpressive 7.45% CAGR.

Misys plc
PET and EPS Record mu

Relative to 1986 ☜um
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Misys results for year to 31st May 1995 show revenues up
64% at £153.4m, PBT up 42% at £26.3m - marginally lower
than the £27m expected - and EPS up 10%. ACT, acquired
for £19am in April 95, contributed £19.6m revenues and PET
oi £1.8m. Excluding☝ ACT, Misys grew PBT by 36% and EPS
by 16.7%. From net cash oi £33m in May 94, Misys ended
May 95 with net borrowings £12.4m. Borrowings had been as
high as £30.3m at the peak, re ecting the cash element of the
ACT purchase.
Misys has ☁prudently'changed the income recognition policies
of ACT to ☜match revenue with expense". That means that
£30m oi revenue has been passed over tor recognition into
Misys☂ period of ownership. A iurther £21m property revaluation
adjustment and redundancy & reorganisation provisions of
£18m have been made.

What will happen next?The consensus view oi the analysts
is a 80%+ increase in PST to £50m but a more modest 20%
increase in EPS in 1995/96. Misys has put away as many
provisions as it could to help achieve this. The new protile of
the business means that proiits will come in the 2nd hall. All
our input confirms that theACT deal is indeed going "according
to plan" and that Lomax has not found any ☜black holes".

50 perhaps the abrupt reversal in iortunes experienced in 1990
will be avoided this time. But that still leaves the following

year. The problem is that everytime Misys has a rising share
price it makes even more acquisitions. Another mega deal in
a foreign land could just be the Achilles heel.
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